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DISTRIBUTION OF A THERMAL ENDEMIC MINNOW, THE DESERT
DACE (EREMICHTHYS ACROS), AND OBSERVATIONS OF IMPACTS
OF WATER DIVERSION ON ITS POPULATION
Gary L. Vinyard l
AllSTHACf.-Population status surveys were performed from 1987 to 1996 for desert dace (Eremichthys aeros), a
cyprinie! endemic to several small thermal springs in Soldier Meadow, Humboldt County, Nevada, where the species
occupies 7 spring areas in a single valley. Because spring distributions afe patchy and all areas afe not linked by surface
flow, each area comprises a more-or-less isolated population, although in"igation practices or high runoff may occasionally
link several of them. Although limited to thermal springpools and outflows, doscrt dace were found in temperatures ranging from 37°C ncm spring sources to 13"C in downstream areas. Between :vIay 1988 and October 1989, most of the discharge from a major spring outflow was diverted from its natural channel into an irrigation ditch. Trap catches in the original dmnneJ were reduced after the diversion, and fish densities were lower in the ditch than in the channel. Reduced fish
numbers still persist (1996), even though the affected site has been relatively undisturbed since 1989. '1b improve desert
dace habitat ,md increase populations, irrigation diversion should be discontinued and water retumed to the original channel. Continued protection and increased habitat preservation for desert dace are recommended because of thoir limited
distribution, apparently restricted habitat requirements, and the potential for environmental disruption in the mea.

Key words: conservation, endemism, Eremichthys aeros, Gl'eat Basin, habitat, irrigation, Nevada, springs.

The desert dace (Erernichthys aeros, Cyprinidae) is a federally listed threatened species
restricted to outflows of thermal springs in
Soldier Meadow, Nevada (Hnbbs and Miller
1948, La Rivers 1962). Desert dace have a
unique horny sheath on both jaws and a greatly
elongated intestine; they occupy exceptionally
high temperatures relative to other cyprinids
(Hubbs and Miller 1948, Nyquist 1963). The
distinctive morphology of desert dace suggests
a long period of isolation extending beyond the
most recent pluvial period. The desert dace
differs significantly from other Great Basin
minnows, and its original description and
assignment to a monotypic genus (Hubbs and
Miller 1948) have been conllrmed (La Rivers
1962, Nyquist 1963, Cavender and Coburn
1992). Its taxonomic relationship within the
western cyprinid fauna remains unclear, and
recent workers have judged desert dace most
similar to either relict dace, Relictus solitariu'i
(Cavender and Coburn 1992), or to tui chub,
Gila (Siphateles) bieolor (Lugaski 1980).
Few investigations of desert dace have been
undertaken since Nyquist (1963), and little is
known of their behavior, ecology, or physiology.
I present results of studies of desert dace disJ Dep"dn'l(,"t "f B;oJ(}~y

tribution and document adverse consequences
to the species fi'om water diversion in the valley.
STUDY AREA

Soldier Meadow and Mud Meadow to the
south occupy a gently sloping valley in southwestern Humboldt County, Nevada. Elevation
ranges from about 1400 m MSL at the north end
of Soldier Meadow to about 1317 m MSL south
of Mud Meadow Reservoir (Fig. I). Although
the lower elevations are near maximum shoreline level of pluvial Lake Lahontan, the area
was probably not inundated during the Pleistocene (Benson 1978). Soldier Meadow is also
home to an endemic plant, the basalt cinquefoil (Potentilla basaltica), and at least 4 undescribed species of hydrobiid springsnails
(R. Hershler, Smithsonian Institution, personal
communication).
Ranching operations in Soldier Meadow hegan in the late 1860s but have never been particularly successful. Mter an active period in the
19605, ranching was largely dormant in the valley tllrough most of the 1970s and early 1980s.
In 1994, with the help of the Nature Conservancy, much of the property was transferred to
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Fig. 1. Map of Soldier Meadow and Mud Mcadow showing sampling locations. Solid lines indicate water courses;
dotted linc.s are roads. Spring areas discussed in the text are enclosed in ovals. Not all springs in the valley arc presented,
and in some areas numerous small springs are represented by single symbols. Springs and streams outside the ovals lack
desert dace (Eremichthys acros), but Dot all sites within ovals contain fish. Values on axes indicate coordinates in relation
to 1000 meter Universal Transverse Mercator Grid, digitized from USGS maps. Insets show location of Soldier Mcadow
in relation to Nevada state boundary (leA:) and an enlargemcnt of the spring and ditch system associatcd with area 4
(right). The area 4 inset depicts the relationships betwecn the spring sources, upstream 7.One, ditched wne, and old
channel as discussed in the text. The ditch was most recently dredged between May 1988 and October 1989. Thc
approximate upstream limit of desert dace was near the stm·t of the traps.

the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. Most
desert dace habitat now occurs on public land,
and the remainder of the privately held habitat
is protected by a conservation easement (Nature
Conservancy 1994). SpIings and onlliow streams
in the valley are all snbjcct to grazing by cattle,
feral horses and burros, and pronghorn. There
is also frequent recreational use of the area by
hunters, campers, bathers, and others.
FIsh Distribution

Desert dace distribution is strongly correlated witl, spIing discharge. Fish are absent from
small springs or seeps with little surface water
and from larger pools of very bot water lacking
organized discharge. All springs with perennial
surface flow are occupied by desert dace, the
most abnndant fish in the valley. Although

desert dace are most often found in habitats
lacking other fish species, they are not confined
to them and have been observed coexisting
with tni chnb, speckled dace (R. osculus), and
Tahoe suckers (Catostornus taltoemis; La Rivers
1962, Nyquist 1963, Sigler and Sigler 1987).
Desert dace habitat occurs in 7 distinct areas
located within an 8-km (5-mi) radius (Fig. 1).
Because spring distributions are patchy and all
areas are not linked by surface flow, each area
comprises a more-or-Iess isolated population,
although irrigation practices or exceptionally
high runoff may occasionally allow fish passage
among several of them. Most areas described
below contain many springs varying greatly in
size, and it is often clifficnlt to identifY the
exact number and location of discharge sources
because of the dense vegetative cover.
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Areal
Area 1 (FiK I) includes the type locality
(Hubbs and Miller 1948) for desert dace (Table
1, site 19), a spring tbat issues from tbe base of
a small clilT. It is modified by a valved structure diverting flow into a pipe for household
use at Soldier Mmdow Rancl •. Undiverted discharge nows about lOO m east, where it enters

a smaU impoundment or a series of irrigation
ditches. Desert dace coexist with tui chub in
the spring and impoundment. Desert dace
habitat here is limited by the impoundment
and hy the shifting diversion into ditches.

Area 2
In area 2 (Fig. 1) several small springs containing desert dace (Table 1, sites 9, 23--27) are
located around the base of a small hill and now

generally southward or southwestward ioto a
large meadow. A large springpool containing
desert dace (Table 1, site 10) is the largest naturally occurring body of open water in the valley (approximately 15 m in diameter and J.5 m
deep). It has a minor surface outnow south into
a marshy meadow. Nonnally, most of the springs
in this area are unconnected, although proximity and common drainage suggest connections
arc likely during high runofl'. Natural drainage
from this site is toward area 7, and thc outflows
of several of the more southerly springs are
ditched southward through the meadow. The
larger springs in this area receive frequent
recreational use by bathers and campers.
Area 3
Area 3 (Fig. I) includcs several small springs
nowing south approximately 1 km north of Mud
Meadow Reservoir \Jahle 1, site 20). Although

at least 3 springs in this area contain desert
dace. Wld some populations are quite dense, all
springs in the area have been heavily affected
hy livestock grazing and irrigation diversion.
The 2 largest springs have long been divcrted
into irrigation ditches at a point within 20 m of
the sources. Gmzing by cattle, burros, and feml
horses has altered the vegetation and disl'Upted
soils nea.- the spriugs. This disturbance has widened tl,e outOow channel, reduced water depth,
and generally eliminated riparian vegetation,
Area 4
Several large springs issuing from the si.de
of a small hill are the source for area 4 (Fig. 1).
With more than 2600 m of stream, this is the

largest contiguous potential habitat for desert
dace. Water issues from the highest springs at
approximately 50·C (Table 1, sites 1-6, ll, 21)
and o'Ools gradually while flowing downstream
with occasional augmentation by both warm
and cool inflows. These springs produce an
aggregate dischargc of approximately 60 I/s.
The upper reaches are fishless, presumably because of high water temperatures. Headwater
spriugs in area 4 probably receive the highest
level of recreational use in the valley, primarily
from bathers and campers. Sevenll small cobhle
dams erected across the outflow stream in this
area are mostly upstream from the dace habitat
and pose little impediment to fish passage.
Deposition of soaps and other water pollutants
from bathers may constitute a risk of unknown
magnitude. This area has also heen heavily
grazed by cattlc and feral horses and burros.
Several irrigation diversions have long existed
in area 4; however, they were poorly maintained
and little used for at least a decade. Between
May 1988 and October 1989, the mncher in
the valley dredged out an old ditch, moving
water away from the original channel in area 4
(Fig. 1, inset). Before the dredging most of
the discharge continued southeastward in the
natural channel and spread into a large, wet
meadow. Speckled dace historically coexisted
with desert dace in the lower sections of this
system near the wet meadow.
By Octoher 1989 most discharge in area 4
was diverted cast to the irrigation ditch, and no
water reached the meadow hy the original
cba.mel. Currently, approximately 80% of the
total combined discharge from the sonrce
springs in area 4 is diverted. Speckled dace are
now absent from the system, and the amount of
desert dace habitat was significantly reduced
by this diversion. The loss of discharge into the
Inwer portions of the wet meadow on the downstream end of area 4 had additional adverse
impacts on desert dace in area 5 (see below).
Area 5
Area 5 includes a group of very hot springs
that enter a series of old irrigation ditches
approximately 200 ill from the source and then
now southeasterly toward Mud Meadow Reservoir (Fig. 1). In 1988 a series of cool springs fed
by discharge from the wet meadow below area
4 cntered the outnow stream at area 5 approximately 50 m downstream from the primary
spring sources. Mixing of these waters produced
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of spring habitats in Soldier Meadow. Data were collected at variOllS times between 1987
and 1995. Column designations are as follows: AREA = distribution area (numbers indicate arcas indicated on Figure 1;
sites without numbers lack desert dace); SITE = site identifier from field notes, refers to speciflc locations within areas;

EAST and NORTH indicate site locations in relation to 1000 meter Universal Transverse Mercator Grid, digiti:.-;ecl from
USGS maps-Mud Meadow, 1972; Soldier Meadow, 1972; FISH = fish species present, E = Eremichthys fK-TOS, R =
Rhinichthys osculus, G = Gila bicolor, C = Catostomus taJlOensis, a = fish absent; C = water temperature; DO = dissolved oxygen concentration (mg O 2 /1); COND = electrical conductivity (.uMho/cm).
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AREA
I
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
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FISH

'c

DO

19
19A
9
10
23
20
21
I
2
3
4
5
6
11
12
13
14
16
8
7
15
17
18
22
24
25
26
27
28
29

318885
319038

4584932
4584990
4583030
4582540
4582650

E,G
EG
,
E
E
E
E,R
E
a
a
E
E
a
E,R
E
E
ER
,
E,R
E
E
HC
,
a
a
a
R
a
a
a
a
a
a

28-29
22-26
34-.'38
21-34
21
2.0
17

5.6-6.2
8.0-8.6
3.4-4.5
4.8

190
190
432
410

4.5-6.1

270

36-40

3.6-5.8
5.3-5.8
6.2-6.4
6.4-7.0
1.8-3.7
5.8-7.6
6.3-8.0
1.9-6.3
6.1
5.6
6.5
0.9-6.9
8.3
5.6
3.6

370-420
380-420
310

317625
316826
317,547
318607
315827
314016
314068
314446
314869

314005
315961
315331
316691
316888
317089
314599
316929
316682
315512
314198
316939
317115
317536
317519
317498
317516
316383

316381

4578372
4580116
4580934
4580654
4579892
4579580
4580202
4578982
4579392
4578454
4578154
4577836

4581304
4580550
4580660
4576460

4581512
4580684
4581286
4582660
4582660
4582640
4582620
4580864
4580940

steep temperature gradients, as waters of
+45'C and <20'C gradually mixed over about
100 m. In May 1988 water in the main spring
outflow was 43' C at the point where water at
13' C entered from the meadow to the north.
Desert dace were observed actively feeding in
the 13 C water mass at the point where cold
water entered thc primary channel. Fish also
darted into the turbulent zone between the hot
and cold water masses in pursuit of small drifting food. All observations since October 1989,
after the diversion of water in area 4, have
found the amount of water reaching the lower
sections of the wet meadow above area 5 to
be greatly reduced, and inflow from the cool
springs flowing into area 5 has ceased. Consequently, several hundred meters of the approximately 1100 m of (ditched) desert dace habitat
have been lost from this area. This area is
0

36-38
30-35
27-28
37-42
19-25
20-29
13-50
23
23
23
34-57
6

25
35
50
13
35
37
40
40
10
9

3.8

COND

400-430
280-285
305
480
650
650
295
470-750
325
280
370
280

8.9

5.5

grazed and the outflow ditched, but it receives
relatively little recreational or other use.
Area 6
The desert dace population in area 6 (Table
1, site 16, Fig, 1) occupies a single spring
stocked by u.s, Bureau of Land Management
personnel in the early 1980s at a time of concern over the future of desert dace. This spring
has the smallest discharge of any containing
desert dace (estimated at less than 5 liters per
minute). A gauging box and wooden notch weir
produce a small impoundment (approximately
3 m X 3 m) about 30 m from the source, which
contains most of the fish population at this site.
Recently this impoundment was nearly lost by
deterioration of thc weir. This system also ineludes a somewhat larger emthen impoundment
(+ 10 m diameter) approximately 50 m from the
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source, after which flow disappears into a small
meadow. Desert dace afe mostly restricted to
the area above the larger impoundment and
are most abundant near the gauging box and
notch weil: This site is grazed but too small for
recreational liSCo

Area 7
Area 7 includes several hundred meters of
suitable habitat fed by several springs on the
eastern side of the valley (Fig. 1). Because several springs issue at temperatures exceeding
50°C. the exteut of suitable habitat varies with
ambient air temperature. This area may be
connected with outflows from area 2 during
periods of high runoff. Most of thc outflow in
this area has been modified to some extent for
irrigation, and it is subject to grazing and some
recreational use.
Mud Meadow Reservoir

October 1989, November 1993, Octobcr 1995,
and April 1996. The rcmnant natural channel
downstream from the diversion was also sampled in October 1995 and April 1996 (Fig. 1,
inset).
Fish traps were 40 cm long by 20 cm diameter, constructed of 0.64-cm-mesh galvanized
hardware cloth, with 2.5-cm entrance holes at
the peak of each concave conical end section.

Traps wcrc placed at 20-m intervals along spring
outflows and fished 2 h during daylight. Although
the traps were sometimes not completely sub-

mcrgcd, they were always placed with the opcnings under water. Captured fishes were identified, enumerated, and released near the point

of capture. Standard lcngth (SL, in mm) and
weight (gm) were recorded on some sample
dates. Water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and
electrical conductivity were measured using
portable meters at regular intervals along the
trap set.
In October 1995 stream velocity was measured along cross-section transects with a

Mud Meadow Reservoir contains largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoidRs), goldfish
(Carrasiu, auratm), and perhaps other species
planted by unknown individuals (Ono et al.
1983). It is unclear whether it is a barricr to
desert dace passage, but it is unlikely to provide
any permanently suitable habitat. Although no
nonnative fishes have been observed in any
sites containing desert dace, the potential
threat posed by nonnative fishes spreading into
dace habitat is certainly enhanced by their
establishment in the reservoil:

channel zones of area 4. Measurements were
at 5-cm vertical and either 10- or 20-cm horizontal increments, depending on channel width.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

depletion rates on successive passes used to
estimate population size. Three groups of 6
sections were fished: in area 3, and in the old

All desert dace habitats rccorded by Nyquist
(1963) and most other springs in thc vallcy
were visited in 1987 to update distrihution
information (Vinyard 1988). The dredging of
the irrigation diversion in area 4 significantly
reduced the amount and quality of dcscrt dace
habitat in that area. Investigations thus were
conccntrated in the affected locality (area 4)
beginning in 1989.
Fishes in area 4 were sampled with standard
unbaited minnow traps on 5 occasions (14 May

1988, 20-22 October 1989, 3 November 1993,
20-21 Octobcr 1995, and 27 April 1996). During May 1988 sampling included thc entire
original stream cbannel (>2.6 km) from spring
sources to disappearance of the stream in a wet
meadow. The section upstream from the diversion and the irrigation ditch were sampled in

Marsh- McBurney model 20lD flow meter at 6
or 9 sites each in the upstream, ditch, and old

In June 1995 electrofishing was perf()rmed
using a 3-pass dcpletion methodology (VanDeventer and Platts 1989). Strcam sections 10
m long were isolated with blocking nets and

channel and ditched zones of area 4.
RESUlSrs

Although resident in thermal springs and
outflows, desert dace have wide temperature
tolerances and were observed in waters rang-

ing from 13°C to 38°C. Occupied waters had
conductivity ranging from 190 to 650 /lS and
dissolved oxygen concentrations generally near

saturation, ranging from 4.5 mgJI to 8.0 mgJI
(lable 1). Although there was considcrable
overlap between species, desert dace were
found at higher temperatures and lower dissolved oxygen concentrations than speckled
dace, which were not observed at temperatures above 26 C or in dissolved oxygen COD0

centrations below 5.2 mgJI.
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In area 4 in 1988 desert dace catch in minnow traps was significantly negatively correlated with temperature (linear regression; F =
19.98, R2 = 0.122, n = 131, P < 0.001), al-

though relatively little variance in catch was
explained by temperature, and no such correlation was observed in later years. Desert dace
catch was also not significantly correlated with

speckled dace catch. Catch rates generally
reflect fish abundance but may also be aflected

by activity. Temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, and combinations of these and
other factors may affect activity levels.
In 1988, when desert dace and speckled
dace were sympatric in the natural channel
above the meadow in area 4, mean catch per
trap-hour was significantly greater (t = 2.83, P
= 0.009) for desert dace (4.56 fish per traphour) than for speckled dace (1.04 fish per

trap-hour). Where both species occurred,
desert dace was more abundant, and maximum
densities of both species were observed at
0

temperatures of about 23 C.
Cross-section grid transect measurements
of water velocity were used to assess mean values at each transect and to compute discharge.
In 1995 in area 4, velocities were significantly
higher in the ditch (6 transects, z = 24.9 cm/s,
n = 121) than in the upstream zone (9 tran-

sects, z = 17.3 cm/s, n = 318; t test, df = 159,
T = -3.663, P < 0.001), or in the old channel
(6 transects, z = 16.7 cm/s, n = 111; t test, df
= 188, T = 3.733, P < 0.001). However, veloc-

Density estimates of 110 fish per lO-m section
(n = 6, s = 51.53) were obtained in area 3 at
that time. These values did not differ significantly among the 2 zones of area 4; however,
densities in area 3 were significantly higher

than in either zone of area 4 (t tests, P < 0.01
in both cases). The fish electrofished from the
ditch were significantly larger (avg. SL = 37.2
mm, n = 67, s = 7.9) than those from the old
channel (avg. SL = 32.7 mm, n = 122, s =
11.3; t test, t = 3.2, P = 0.002).
DISCUSSION

'1rap data from area 4 offer an opportunity
to assess impacts of habitat alteration by comparing catch rates in the zone upstream from
the diversion, in the original channel down-

stream, and in the ditched zone (Fig. 2).
Because traps were set on the same spacing
intervals in each sampling period, it is possible
to examine cumulative catch per trap hour to
compare fish densities. These values are computed by summing catch per trap hour for each

trap along the trap set from the upper to the
lower end (Fig. 2).
The total cumulative catch in area 4 was

much larger in May 1988 than at any other
time (Fig. 2). In contrast, the lowest cumulative

catch observed was in October 1989, the first
sample after the ditch dredging. Although
direct comparisons of these 2 samples may be

= 0.504, P = 0.616).

confounded by seasonal differences, the contrast between the largest catch observed (in
May 1988) and the smallest catch observed (in
October 1989) coincides with the dredging.

Volumetric computations indicated that dis-

Comparison of the autumn sample in October

charge in the ditch was 46.511s while discharge
in the channel was 10.8 1Is, or 18.8% of the
total.
In October 1995 desert dace trapped in the

1995 with the spring sample in April 1996 sug-

insufficient to explain the difference bet\~een

upstream zone were

the 1988 and 1989 data.

ity measurements did not differ significantly
between the upstream and old channel seg-

ments (t test, df = 226, T

significantly smaller
(mean SL = 35.9 mm, n = 172) than those
from either the ditch (mean SL = 38.7 mm, n
= 82; t test, df = 105, T = -3.33, P = 0.001) or
the old channel (mean SL = 38.4 mm, n =

gests that populations are larger in tlle spring

than fall, but that this difference is probably

By November 1993 the cumulative catch had

recovered somewhat from 1989 (Fig. 2). A notable difference in 1993 relative to both earlier
observations was the sharp increase in catch

135; t test, df = 284, T = -5.50, P < 0.001).
Standard length of the fish in the ditch and in
the old channel did not differ significantly (t
test, df = 113, T = 0.328, P = 0.744).

apparent at about 1000 m, slightly upstream

Electrofishing transects in area 4 June 1995
yielded mean values of 21.8 fish per 10 m (n =
6, s = 27.2) for the old channel and 12.5 fish

was little changed from October 1989. In
October 1995 and April 1996 sharp increases

per 10 m (n

= 6, s = 8.5) for the ditch zones.

from the diversion. However, with the exception of the accumulation of fish at this point,
the general slope of the cumulative catch curve

in catch immediately above the diversion were

still apparent. The general slope of the catch
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Fig. 2. Cumulative catch of desert dace in unhaited minnow traps in area 4 from May 1988 through April 1996: A,
Data collected in May 1988, November 1993, and October 1989. B, Results from 1995 and 1996. In all cases single, unbaited minnow traps were fished at 20-m intervals for 2-h sets during daylight. Cumulative catch per hour is computed
by summing catch per hour for each trap beginning at the upstream end of the trap set. Distance on the ordinate is the
distance downstream from the first trap. In May 1988 cumulative catch reached 448 at 2620 m downstream (off scale).
Dredging of the irrigation diversion occurred between May 1988 and October 1989. Samples in October 1988 and 1993
included only the wne upstream above the diversion and the ditched wne downstream. In October 1995 and April
1996, the old channel remaining below the diversion was also sampled.

curve for the ditched segment changed little
between 1993 and 1996 (Fig, 2), The slope
from the remnant old channel in 1995 and
1996 (Fig. 2) was mnch steeper than that
observed in the ditch, in spite of the roughly 4
times greater discharge measured in the ditch
in 1995. Catch rates in the ditch or old channel
have never reached levels observed in the
channel in 1988, and even summing the cumulative catch from both the ditch and the old

channel still does not yield results comparable
with the catch rates observed in 1988.
Different responses by desert dace to the
various habitats in area 4 are also evident in
the percentage of traps with non-zero catch
(Fig. 3). This measure can be nsed as an indirect indication of the amount of habitat occupied. In 1988 the channel zone had the highest
percentage of traps catching fish, nearly 90%.
In the 4 samples from the ditched segment,
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FLg. 3. Average catch per trap hour for all b<tps, area 4,
from May 1988 through AprLll996. Bars indicate different

stream segments. Dredging of the irrigation ditch occum~d
between May 1988 and October 1989. The upper zone
sampled was above the point of the irrigation divendon.
The ditched segment existed prior to dredging in 1988 but
had become overgrown nearly to the point of obstructing
any Dow. After dredging, it received most of tht: discharge
from the system. The channcJ received nearly all the flow
from the spring.i in area 4 during the 1988 sample, but
only 20% or less of the tot:al. flow in subsequent samples.

never more than 75% of the traps caught 6sh.
The old channel zone continues (in both 1995
and 1996) to have a larger percentage of traps
catching fish than either of the other 2 20nes
(Fig. 3).
Catch per trap hour may also be used to
estimate relative fish populations. The 3 highest average catch rates were observed in the
channel below the present point of diversion,
and the highest value of any was observed in
1988, prior to the dredging (Fig. 4). Although
catch values were still highest in 1995 and
1996 in the old channel zone, they have not
returned to levels observed in 1988. Catches
Irom the upstream and ditched zones have varied much less during the sample period.
These data indicate tllat the natural cbannel
was the most productive site for desert dace
prior to the ditch dredging, aud that it still provides habitat which is superior to the ditch,

even 8 yr after the dredging and Witll <20% of
the total discharge.
The obse,ved aggregation of fish above the
diversion (evident in the cumuJative catch data
since 1993) bears examination. If habitat in the

ditch is unsuitable, desert dace may avoid the
ditched zone and accumulate in the upstream
zone. Because no aggregation of fish in this
zone was ohserved in 1988 or 1989, it seems
~kely to he the result of a behaviordl response
to the changed conditioos.

o
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NOV93
DATE

0CT95

APR96

Fig. 4. Percent traps with non-zero catch, area 4, from
May 19S8lhmugh April 1996. Oars indica.tc different stream
segmenv;. Dredging of the irrigation ditch occuned between
May 1988 and October 1989. The channel l'eceived nearly
all the flow from the springs in area 4 during the 1988
sample, but only 20% or les:i of the total flow in suhsefluent samples.

The higher mean water velocities observed
in the ditch (24.9 cm/s) relative to the upstream zone (17.3 cm/s) snggest that desert
dacc may avoid higher velocity flows. 11 is
likely that smaller fish avoid h.ighcr velocity
flows in the ditched section and accumulate in
the region immediately upstream from it.
Although this explanation does not account lor
the relatively low abundance of !ish in the old
channel, other factors. including reproductive
success and diflerences in habitat quality, may
be important. The absence of the aggregation
upstream fmm the ditch in 1988 may reflect a
general popnlation reduction resulting fmm
the ditching.
Distribution of desert dace reOects potentially interacting factors including temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, and current velocity. Distribution may also be affected
by interactions with other species, particularly
speckled dacc. Studies are necessary to identify and assess the mechanisms of such interactions. An additional area of interest would be
to assess the relative degree of isolation of the
7 population units identified in this study to
determine whether there are any behavioral,
ecological, or genetic differences among these
groups.
CONCLUSIONS

In recent years desert dace have been subjected to relatively minor disturbance compared with many other native fish species in
the Great Basin. Most of the sites h.istorically
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occupied by desert dace retain suitable bahitat,
thou~h it has generally been modifled to some
extent. Distmbance levels may have been higher
at times in the 1960s (Nyquist 1963). Desert
dac'e populations in Soldier Meadow bave been
relatively stable since 1989, but most desert
dace habitats have been substantially altered
over the years, and we cannot now directly
assess the magnitude of any persistent population reductions that may have occurred before
that time. Desert dace populations persist in
the modified thermal waters that now characterize Soldier Meadow; however, the data from
area 4 demonstrate that adverse effects ofhahitat modifications linger for many years.
It is appropl;ate to consider management
options lor this unique fish. Their preservation
requires continued physical protection of
springs and flowing waters in Soldier Meadow
from excessive grazing and prohihition of the
introduction of nonnative organisms. Restoring
the water to natural stream channels should
also be incorpomted into any management plan
because of the potential positive impacts from
improving habitat quality. Consequences of such
water management for the endemic springsnails should either be neutral or positive. They
are ~enerally abundant in the springs where
they occur, and losses from restoration of flows
should be offset by increased habitat stability.
Desert dace seem relatively secure under
current conditions. However, the small num~
ber of occupied sites, resbicted geographical
distribution, and generally unknown but possibly specialized habitat requirements of the fish
argue strongly for continued monitoring and
increased investigation into factors regulating
populations. Growing demands on aquatic
resources of the Great Basin make it clear that
increased awareness of and protection for this
unique fish will be necessary for their longterm survival.
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